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Abstract: On-line signature recognition is an area of growing interest in recent years due to the massive deployment of high-quality
digitizing tablets, smartphones, and tablets in many commercial sectors such as banking. In addition, handwritten signature is one
of the most socially accepted biometric traits as it has been used in ﬁnancial and legal agreements for over a century. In this
current environment for signature biometrics, the number of stored samples or templates per user can grow very fast, making it
possible to train more robust statistical user models, improving the performance of the biometric systems and in particular reducing
the template aging effect. This paper carries out an exhaustive experimental analysis of template update strategies for three well
known on-line signature veriﬁcation approaches, extracts various practical ﬁndings related to the template aging effect in signature
biometrics, and conﬁgures time-adaptive improved versions of the considered baseline approaches overcoming to some extent
the template aging. Our improved approach achieves system performances of 2.1% and 0.2% Equal Error Rate for skilled and
random forgery cases, respectively. These results show the efﬁcacy of our methodology.

1

Introduction

Due to the technological evolution and the signiﬁcant improvement
of sensors’ quality, devices such as smartphones and tablets have
experimented a great deployment in the last recent years [1]. The
use of these new devices has enabled the deployment of automatic
biometric authentication systems in many different sectors [2] due to
the many advantages compared to traditional ways of authentication
(i.e., based on passwords or cards). The handwritten signature is one
of the most socially accepted traits as it has been used in ﬁnancial
and legal agreements scenarios for many years [3, 4]. In addition, it
is worth noting that signatures are very easy to acquire by means of
these devices through stylus or even using the ﬁnger as the writing
tool [5-8].
One of the main challenges in signature veriﬁcation is related
to signature variability. While genuine signatures can differ signiﬁcantly (high intra-class variability), skilled forgeries could be similar
to genuine signatures (low inter-class variability) [9-11]. Another
important problem related to the intrinsic or intra-class variability
of signatures is known as biometric aging [12]: the gradual degradation of a system performance due to the changes suffered by the
user’s trait along the time. Finally, it is also worth considering the
sources of extrinsic variability present in device interoperability scenarios [13] due to the high deployment of many different devices in
the last years.
The motivation behind the work presented here is to develop
an on-line signature veriﬁcation system suitable for banking applications. User approval of different banking transactions has been
performed for many decades using the handwritten signature, traditionally on paper (off-line signature). For the last years, banks around
the world have started to digitize all documentation in order to 1)
reduce the use of paper, and 2) have all the documentation easily
accessible on-line. Recently, banks are introducing digitizing tablets
for the users to perform their signatures in order to make the whole
process digital, without the need for scanning the signed documentation on a later stage. At this point, on-line handwritten signatures can
be used to perform user authentication as an added layer of security.
The usage of on-line signature veriﬁcation systems in banking is a
natural choice since users have used their signatures in banking traditionally. In this work, a thorough analysis of the challenges existing
within the on-line signature trait is carried out in order to achieve
high accurate, reliable, feasible, and long-term on-line handwritten

signature authentication systems for commercial sectors such as, but
not only, banking. In fact, we believe that having the challenging
operational requirements of banking applications in mind will help
to move forward this technology in other ﬁelds in which signature
biometrics may also ﬁnd good application.
In the case of banking scenarios, the problem of signature aging
is present since there can be a signiﬁcant time lapse between the signatures acquired in the enrolment session and the signature used to
verify the user identity. However, it is common that many samples
or templates per user are stored in different sessions making it possible to train biometric systems with a larger amount of information
and therefore enabling signiﬁcant improvements of biometric performance. This scenario has not been analysed properly in previous
works mainly due to the small number of samples and sessions of
the databases commonly used for research. In this work we analyse this scenario of increasing amounts of signatures making use
of an extended version of the ATVS On-Line Signature Long-Term
database [12]. The main goal of this work is to analyse template
update strategies over popular signature recognition approaches
regarding the number of training signatures available to build a user’s
template and the elapsed time between the training and testing signatures, with the ﬁnal goal of improving the system performance and
reducing the template aging effect. In order to perform a complete
template update analysis, the results from our previous work [14]
based on setting different optimal system conﬁguration parameters
are taken into account in this work.
Some of the most well known approaches for on-line signature
biometrics are considered in this work: Hidden Markov Models
(HMM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW). Both HMM and DTW have been shown to be quite
competitive approaches when combined with proper features [15]
and adequate conﬁguration [16-20]. The GMM approach, which can
be seen as a particular case of HMM with only one hidden state, is
also considered in this work as it has provided good performances in
previous works for on-line signature veriﬁcation [21, 22].
Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of template update as studied here.
The Traditional Approach on top only uses for enrolment an initial collection of genuine signatures. In the Present Study (Fig. 1
bottom), we explore ways to incorporate additional enrolment data
coming across time.
Based on the main scenario in our mind mentioned before (inbranch banking operations), we assume that signatures coming
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Fig. 1: Template update concept compared to the traditional one based only in an initial collection of enrolment signatures.
across time are all genuine (see Fig. 1) after some kind of human
validation (typical when collecting signatures in bank branches, e.g.,
checking ID cards or knowing the customer). The problem is then
authenticating a new signature (t = T + 1 in Fig. 1) based on a
collection of past genuine signatures. Therefore, the term template
update used in this paper should be seen as a supervised template
update, since templates are not updated with impostor data [23].
The main contributions of this work are the following:
• This paper reports the ﬁrst signiﬁcant experimental results regarding the effect of template aging and template update strategies
for on-line signature authentication considering both random and
skilled forgeries of the signatures. For this, we have created an
extension of the ATVS On-Line Signature Long-Term database
in which skilled forgeries are included [14]. The complete signature database is publicly available at https://github.com/
BiDAlab/xLongSignDB.
• This work carries out an analysis of different template update
strategies for the three state-of-the-art systems considered (DTW,
HMM and GMM) taking into account different number of signatures in different sessions, reporting various ﬁndings and practical
recommendations for successful application of template update in
signature biometrics.
• A statistical analysis based on the matching score distributions
has been carried out to interpret the experimental results.
• A ﬁnal fusion of the three studied systems (HMM, GMM and
DTW) is carried out reducing signiﬁcantly the template aging effect,
especially for the skilled forgery case.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec. 2 summarises related works in template update. Sec. 3 describes the
methods studied in this work in order to reduce the template aging
effect. Sec. 4 describes the extended version of the ATVS On-Line
Signature Long-Term database considered in the experimental work.
Sec. 5 describes the three signature systems and the experimental
work carried out. Finally, Sec. 6 draws the ﬁnal conclusions and
future work.

2

Related Work

The methods studied in this work for reducing the effect of template
aging in on-line signature biometrics are based on template update
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strategies. Template selection and update strategies have been studied in previous works for other biometric traits [24, 25]. In [24] two
different methods were proposed for ﬁngerprint veriﬁcation in order
to select the best k templates out of K available. For both methods
considered in [24], the number k was ﬁxed to 5 due to application requirements. In [25], the authors proposed a uniﬁed taxonomy
in which the various updating strategies can be classiﬁed under a
common framework based on the learning methodology adopted
(i.e., supervised and semi-supervised). In addition, an exhaustive
study was conducted for selection and template update strategies
for face and ﬁngerprint traits showing the pros and cons of different
approaches.
However, very few works have studied the problem of template
update for on-line signature veriﬁcation. In [12] template update
was studied considering only the case of random forgeries. In [26],
authors studied the impact of signature aging and the effectiveness
of using a cross-session training strategy. For that purpose, they
acquired a database composed of 6 different sessions. Users were
asked to perform their signatures using the ﬁnger as the writing
tool on their own devices. Regarding the experimental work, they
considered a feature-based system whose features were extracted
from histograms related to X and Y coordinates, speed, angles, pressure, and their derivatives. Results obtained in that work showed
the degradation of the system performance when training and query
samples belonged to different sessions. Additionally, they analysed
the system performance when signatures from multiple sessions
were considered for training, achieving better results compared to
the case of using just one session for training. However, in that work
the database considered was acquired with a very small time gap
between the ﬁrst and last sessions (i.e., only seven days) being difﬁcult to extrapolate these results to real long-term scenarios (e.g., time
gap of several months between the training and query signatures). It
would also be difﬁcult to know whether the improvement achieved
in that work was produced due to the increasing number of signatures used in the different experiments or due to the reduction of the
aging effect. It is also worth mentioning that only the case of random
forgeries was considered in that work, as skilled forgeries were not
performed in the database. Therefore, we consider necessary to carry
out a more exhaustive analysis of template update strategies on real
long-term scenarios in order to reduce the aging effect for on-line
signature veriﬁcation.
In this work we consider a scenario where the number of signatures acquired per user can increase rapidly as in real banking or
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Fig. 2: General time diagram of the different acquisition sessions and number of genuine signatures per user that form the ATVS On-Line
Signature Long-Term Extended Database.
commercial applications nowadays. Therefore, these signatures can
be used to update users templates and reduce the aging effect. In
order to perform a complete template update analysis, the results
from our previous work [14] based on setting different optimal system conﬁguration parameters are taken into account in this work as
a ﬁrst stage.

3

Methods

3.1

Template Update Strategies

Two different approaches are analysed in the experimental work for
template update:
1. Adding all the available genuine signatures of the subject at hand
across time to the ones from the enrolment session.
2. Not considering old genuine signatures from the subject at hand
for updating the user model.
Several intermediate conﬁgurations are also analysed in order to
study the performance evolution of the three systems considered.
Besides, it is important to highlight that many additional factors are
considered in this stage (i.e., computational cost, resources, etc.) as
they are very important for practical applications.
3.2

System Complexity Conﬁguration

Finding an optimal system conﬁguration for a given task can provide signiﬁcant improvements of performance. In [27], a preliminary
analysis of the system performance was carried out considering different system conﬁguration parameters for an HMM-based on-line
signature veriﬁcation system. The main limitation of that work was
that only 5 training signatures were considered in the user models
to study the optimal system conﬁguration parameters, so a broader
study including different number of training signatures per user
model will be helpful.
In our previous work [14], an exhaustive analysis of the system
performance was carried out considering different system conﬁguration parameters for HMM- and GMM-based systems in scenarios
where the number of available training signatures per user increases
with time. Table 1 summarises the optimal system conﬁguration
parameters proposed in [14], which are considered in this work as
a starting point in order to perform a more comprehensive analysis
of template update strategies for the HMM and GMM systems. In
Table 1 we see that when the number of available training signatures

Table 1 Optimal system conﬁguration parameters regarding the number
of available training signatures. N denotes the number of hidden states
and M the number of Gaussian mixtures per state.

# Training Signatures
<15
16 to 31
>31

HMM
N M
2 16
32 2
64 2

GMM
M
32
128
512

is small, the optimal system conﬁguration for the HMM system is
based on a small number of hidden states (N = 2) and a medium
number of Gaussian mixtures per state (M = 16). On the other hand,
as the number of available signatures increases (between 16 and 31
signatures), then the number of optimal hidden states increases (N
= 32) and the number of mixtures per state decreases to M = 2.
Finally, the number of hidden states increases up to N = 64 for the
case of having more than 31 available signatures. For a GMM-based
system, as the number of training signatures increases, the number of Gaussian mixtures also increases (M = 512 for 41 training
signatures).
3.3

Statistical Analysis

For interpreting our results we have applied a statistical analysis similar to previous works [28]. In that work authors proposed a metric
to measure the quality of an on-line signature template derived from
a set of enrolled signature samples in terms of its distinctiveness
against random forgeries. The use of random and not skilled forgeries for measuring our proposed template quality (Q) is motivated
due to the lack of skilled forgeries in real scenarios for training.
Let (μg ,σg ) and (μr ,σr ) be the mean and standard deviation of
the genuine and random matching score distributions provided by
the on-line signature veriﬁer, then the template quality for these two
distributions is deﬁned as follows:
μg − μr 
Q= 
(σg2 + σr2 )/2

(1)

The goal of this template quality metric Q is to measure how separated are the genuine from the random matching score distributions.
The larger the separation between the score distributions, the higher
is Q (note that Q is equivalent to the metric d deﬁned in [29]). In
this work, we compute both the Equal Error Rate (EER) and this
Q metric in order to analyse the different template update strategies
proposed.

3

Table 2 Experimental protocol designed to study the template aging effect (Sec. 5.3.1), and template update strategies (Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). p/s indicates de number
of signatures used per session.

Experiment
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

4

Training
S1
S2
S3
S4
S.5.2
S.6.2
S1
S1-S4
S1-S5
S1-S4, S.5.2
S2-S4, S.5.2
S3, S4, S.5.2
S4, S.5.2
S.5.2
S5

# Signatures
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
16
31
20 (4 p/s)
16 (4 p/s)
12 (4 p/s)
8 (4 p/s)
4
15

Signature Database

The database used to carry out the experimental work of this
paper is an extended version of the ATVS On-Line Signature
Long-Term database [12]. Fig. 2 shows the number of genuine
signatures per user and the general time diagram of the different
acquisition sessions of it. This database was used in [12] taking
into account only random forgeries. Skilled forgeries of these signatures have been also included in this extended version of the
database, which is publicly available at https://github.com/
BiDAlab/xLongSignDB. This database comprises a total of 29
users. The inter-session variability problem is also considered in this
database as signatures were acquired in 6 different sessions (S1 to
S6 in Fig. 2) within a 15-month time span. Sessions from S1 to S4
are composed of 4 genuine signatures per user and have a two month
interval between them (i.e., BiosecurID Signature Subset [30]). The
acquisition of S5 and S6 sessions was performed in a different campaign (i.e., Biosecure Signature Subset [31]) which started 6 months
after the ﬁrst campaign had ﬁnished. It comprises 30 genuine signatures per user distributed in two acquisition sessions separated
three months. Therefore, the total number of genuine signatures and
skilled forgeries per user are 46 and 10 respectively. To perform
skilled forgeries, the users had visual access to the dynamics of the
signing process of the signatures they had to forge as many times as
they wanted.
Signatures were captured using a pen tablet WACOM Intuos3 A6
digitizer at 100 Hz and writing on a paper. The available information
of this device is the following: X and Y pen coordinates, pressure,
pen angular orientation (azimuth and altitude angles) and timestamp information. For more information about the ATVS On-Line
Signature Long-Term database see [12].

5

Experiments

5.1

On-Line Signature Veriﬁcation Systems

Three well known systems based on previous studies are considered
here: HMM, GMM and DTW. In all of them, signals captured by the
digitizer (only X and Y coordinates and pressure) are used to extract
a set of 23 time functions for each signature [14]. Time functions
related to pen angular orientation (azimuth and altitude angles) were
discarded in order to consider the same set of time functions that
we would be able to use in general purpose devices such as tablets
and smartphones. For the HMM- and GMM-based systems considered in this work, the optimal subset of time-functions used in the
experiments is based on [22] whereas for the DTW-based system, the
optimal subset of time-functions is based on [13]. Both subsets comprise 9 time functions and were generated via feature subset selection
(SFFS) [32].

4

# Sessions
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
5
5
4
3
2
1
1

Aging Analysis
X
X
X
X
X
X

Template Update

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

A ﬁnal fusion of the three systems after applying template update
is also performed computing the sum of the matching scores. The
sum rule fusion algorithm has been considered in this work as it
is one of the most successful and easiest approaches used in many
related works [33, 34]. Before applying the fusion, the scores from
each system were normalised to a common range [0,1] using tanhestimators [35].
5.2

Experimental Protocol

The experimental protocol has been designed to enable the study
of the template aging effect and template update strategies for online signature authentication. For this, the extended version of the
ATVS On-Line Signature Long-Term database is divided into several training sets (in order to analyse different cases and obtain
optimal strategies for each one), but only one test set comprised of
the last 5 genuine samples and 10 skilled forgeries samples (i.e.,
TEST block in Fig. 2). This way, fair comparative analysis can be
carried out as all experiments use the same signatures for test. Skilled
forgery scores are obtained by comparing training signatures against
the 10 available skilled forgeries for the same user whereas random
or zero-effort forgery scores are obtained by comparing the training
signatures to one genuine signature of the remaining users.
First, Sec. 5.3.1 performs an analysis of the template aging effect
in on-line signature veriﬁcation by comparing sets of training data
from different sessions with the test set. Second, Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3
carry out an exhaustive search of combinations of training data in
order to ﬁnd an optimal template update strategy for each of the
systems considered. All experiments considered in this work for
studying the aging effect and template update strategies are depicted
in Table 2, which details the number of signatures used for training
and the session(s) they come from. A ﬁnal fusion of the three optimal
systems is carried out in Sec. 5.3.4 in order to provide an improved
system performance and reduce the template aging effect.
5.3

Experimental Results

5.3.1 Template Aging Analysis: The aim of this section is
to analyse the template aging effect for on-line signature veriﬁcation. Thus, six different experiments (Exp. A to Exp. F, as depicted
in Table 2) have been considered. In all cases four signatures from
different sessions are used for training. Exp. A contains training signatures from the ﬁrst session (S1) with a 15-month time gap with the
test session. For the following experiments the time gap (in months)
between the training data and the test are 13, 11, 9 and 3 months for
Exp. B, C, D, and E, respectively. Finally in Exp. F signatures from
the same session (S6) are used for training and test, so the time gap
in this case is just a few minutes.
Experiments have been conducted for the three systems considered (i.e., DTW, HMM and GMM). The system conﬁguration
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Fig. 3: Template Aging Analysis. Below each experiment we indicate the time gap between training and testing.
parameters of the HMM-based system chosen for this aging analysis are N = 2 and M = 16, whereas for the GMM-based system
we use M = 32, being these system conﬁguration parameters the
optimal ones depicted in Table 1.
Fig. 3 shows the performance of the systems for all the experiments and for both skilled and random forgeries. Analysing the
skilled forgery cases in Fig. 3(a), a general improvement of the
performance is achieved for the three systems considered when the
elapsed time between the testing and training signatures is reduced.
For example, the average performance in terms of EER (%) of the
three systems taking into account Exp. A is 12.6% whereas for Exp.
E is 9.4%.
However, when analysing random forgery cases (Fig. 3(b)) the
effect of the elapsed time does not affect in the same way the performance of the three systems. The performance of the DTW-based
system keeps improving as the time between training and testing signatures is reduced (i.e., from 2.1% EER for Exp. A to 0.5% EER for
Exp. E). However, for HMM and GMM, the performance does not
improve as the time gap is reduced, only showing a very signiﬁcant
improvement of performance for Exp. F, in which the data used for
training and testing comes from the same session.
In addition, it is important to highlight that DTW achieves much
better performance than HMM and GMM for all the experiments in
these conditions. This is due to the fact that DTW is an elastic technique whereas HMM and GMM are statistical algorithms. Therefore,
as the number of training signatures considered in these experiments
is small (i.e., 4 signatures), it makes sense that DTW works better
than HMM and GMM systems, which agrees with previous works
[36]. On the other hand, for an increasing volume of enrolment data,
as happens in some of the setups explored in Sec. 5.3.2, we will see
that the statistical models HMM and GMM are superior to DTW.
Finally, it is also worth noting the results of Exp. F. This experiment does not consider inter-session variability as training and
testing signatures come from the same session. In this experiment,
the performance for the three considered systems is much better
compared to the previous experiments. However, it is important to
highlight this is an unusual case as it would only happen in a real
application during the enrolment day.
As a general conclusion, we can conﬁrm that on-line signature
veriﬁcation is signiﬁcantly affected by aging. These trends coincide
with previous experiments performed in [12] where signatures from
S1 were considered as training signatures and the rest of sessions
were used as test, and in [26] where the degradation of the system
performance increased when the time lapse between training and test
signatures also increased. The goal of the following sections is to
reduce the effect of the template aging for on-line signature veriﬁcation considering different template update strategies regarding the

number of available training signatures and the elapsed time between
training and testing.
5.3.2 Template Update Strategies: This section focuses on
template update strategies given a set of training signatures per user
acquired at different sessions, with the ﬁnal goal of reducing the
aging effect. Two different methods are analysed: 1) Adding newer
signatures to the enrolment ones; and 2) removing signatures from
the older sessions from all the available training signatures. All
experiments considered are depicted in Table 2 (Exp. G to Exp. O).
The template update strategy followed starts by considering only
the enrolment signatures (Exp. G) and adds newer signatures to the
enrolled ones (Exp. G to I), this way the time gap between training
and test signatures is reduced, and also as the size of the training
data increases, better system performance is expected. Then, when
all available signatures are considered, we follow the strategy to
remove signatures from older sessions (Exp. J to N), in order to analyse whether these signatures with a large time gap with the test ones
can still contribute to obtain optimal system performances or not.
It is worth noting that for HMM and GMM, the optimal system
conﬁguration parameters described in Sec. 3.2 regarding the number
of available training signatures have been taken into account in these
experiments in order to perform properly the proposed template
update strategies.
Fig. 4 shows the performance of the three systems for all the
experiments considered in this section, obtaining this way a global
ﬁgure to analyse the different possibilities for template update.
Results are obtained for both skilled and random forgeries.
Analysing HMM and GMM systems for both skilled and random
forgery cases, the performance improves when increasing the size
of the templates with newer signatures (from Exp. G to Exp. I).
Then, when we remove the older signatures (from Exp. J to Exp.
N), the EER increases slowly achieving signiﬁcantly worse results
for Exp. N. Therefore for both HMM and GMM the best performance is achieved for Exp. I with 4.8% and 4.1% EER for HMM
and GMM systems respectively for skilled forgery cases and, 0.01%
and 0.7% EER respectively for random forgery cases. However, in
Exp. I, we are considering 15 signatures from Session S5, which
is very unlikely that this happens in a realistic scenario. Therefore,
we consider the case of Exp. J, where only four signatures from S5
are used (S.5.2). In this experiment (Exp. J), a few training signatures from different sessions are considered, achieving very similar
results compared to Exp. I. Anyway, the process of model training
for both HMM and GMM is performed off-line, so the score computation time would not be very affected in the case of having a much
larger database with higher number of sessions and signatures.
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Fig. 4: Template Update Strategies. Below each experiment in brackets the ﬁrst number indicates the number of training signatures, and the
second the number of sessions they come from. Exp. G corresponds to using 4 training signatures from the enrolment session. From Exp. G to
Exp. I we add for training signatures from more recent sessions. Exp. J has 4 training signatures from each of the 5 sessions. Then from Exp. J
to Exp. N we remove signatures from older sessions. Exp. O is included for completeness and contains 15 signatures from the closest session
to the test.
Another ﬁnding worth highlighting is that it is better to build the
user’s template considering training signatures coming from different sessions (i.e., Exp. K) instead of using all of them from only one
session closer in time (i.e., Exp. O), as there is a signiﬁcant worsening of performance in this last case. Therefore, the best strategy
for both HMM and GMM systems for template update would be to
take into account all available training signatures or at least a few
training signatures but from several sessions in order to generate a
more reliable user’s template. This conclusion agrees with the results
obtained in [26], in which the on-line signature veriﬁcation system
further improved for an increasing number of training signatures.
On the other hand, the optimal template update strategy for the
DTW system is different compared to the HMM and GMM as it
can be seen in Fig. 4. Analysing the performance of DTW for both
skilled and random forgery cases, the best conﬁgurations correspond
to Exp. I, L and M with 5.5% EER for skilled forgery cases and
0.01% EER for random forgeries. The ﬁrst case considers all available training signatures, but the other two just consider 12 and 8
training signatures respectively from closer sessions to the test. In
this case the trends would suggest to choose Exp. L and M as the
EER increases slowly when we add older training signatures (i.e.,
Exp. J and K). It is important to highlight that DTW-based systems
carry out one to one comparisons of the signatures, so as the number
of training signatures increases, the number of DTW comparisons
also increases. Thus, it is necessary to establish a limit of comparisons in order to make this system feasible for real time scenarios.
As a conclusion for the DTW-based system, the optimal template
update strategy would be to consider a few training signatures (i.e.,
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between 8 and 12) from the last sessions closer in time to the test in
order to achieve both optimal performance and feasible computation
cost.
Finally, in order to quantify the reduction of the aging effect
achieved, our proposed template update strategy is evaluated on two
different databases: i) the ATVS Signature Long-Term Extended
database presented in this study, acquired in a 15-month total time
span, and ii) the remaining 371 users of the BiosecurID database
[30], which is composed of four different acquisition sessions (from
S1 to S4 in Fig. 2) with a total 6-month time span. It is important to
remark that the 371 users of the BiosecurID database have not been
used during the analysis of our proposed template update strategy.
Table 3 shows the performance of our Proposed Systems incorporating template update strategies for both ATVS Signature Long-Term
Extended database and BiosecurID database, respectively. We also
include the performance of the traditional case in signature veriﬁcation (i.e., Baseline) just using the enrolment data from the ﬁrst
acquisition session (S1 in Fig. 2), which would be the case where
the aging effect is more pronounced.
Analysing in Table 3 (top) the results obtained for the ATVS Signature Long-Term Extended database, the systems proposed in this
work achieve a signiﬁcant improvement of performance, hence a
signiﬁcant reduction of the template aging effect with an average
relative improvement in comparison to the baseline system of 62.0%
and 92.2% EER for skilled and random forgeries, respectively.
Results on the unseen users of the BiosecurID database are
depicted in Table 3 (bottom). Regarding the experimental protocol,
the 4 genuine signatures from the last session (i.e., S4) are always
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Fig. 5: Statistical Analysis. The template quality metric Q is computed for all experiments from Sect. IV.C.2. Below each experiment in
brackets the ﬁrst number indicates the number of training signatures, and the second the number of sessions they come from. Exp. G corresponds
to using 4 training signatures from the enrolment session. From Exp. G to Exp. I we add training signatures from more recent sessions. Exp. J
has 4 training signatures from each of the 5 sessions. Then from Exp. J to Exp. N we remove signatures from older sessions. Exp. O is included
for completeness and contains 15 signatures from the closest session to the test.
Table 3 Comparison of the system performance in terms of EER(%) for
Baseline, and Proposed Systems. S stands for Skilled forgeries and
R for Random forgeries.

ATVS Signature Long-Term Extended DB
HMM
GMM
DTW
S
R
S
R
S
R
Baseline 13.1 5.5 13.8 4.1 11.0
2.1
Proposed 4.1 0.2 4.8 0.7 5.5
0.01
BiosecurID DB (+10,000 signatures from 371 users)
Baseline 10.0 3.8 11.1 4.1 5.8
0.7
Proposed 5.9 2.9 6.4 1.7 3.6
0.2

used as test signatures. For the Baseline system, we just use the 4
genuine signatures from the enrolment session (i.e., S1) for training. However, following our proposed template update strategy, for
the HMM and GMM proposed systems we would select all available genuine signatures from S1 to S3 (i.e., 12) for building the
user models whereas for the DTW system we would select up to 12
genuine signatures from the last sessions in time, i.e., all available
genuine signatures from S1 to S3 as well. Our proposed template
update strategy has proved to be very effective against the aging
effect, achieving an average relative improvement in comparison to
the baseline system of 40.9% and 44.2% EER for skilled and random
forgeries, respectively.
5.3.3 Statistical Analysis: Here we explore the template
quality metric Q deﬁned in Sec. 3.3. It is important to highlight that
only random forgeries are considered in this statistical analysis due
to the lack of skilled forgeries in real scenarios. Fig. 5 shows the
template quality Q of the three systems for the same experiments
considered in Sec. 5.3.2, obtaining this way a global ﬁgure to support the conclusions extracted in Sec. 5.3.2. It is important to remark
that the higher the Q value is, the better the template update strategy
will be.
Analysing the HMM and GMM systems, the trend of the Q value
is to increase with the number of training samples (from Exp. G to
Exp. I) and then to decrease when we remove the older signatures
(from Exp. J to Exp. N). These results make sense as both HMM
and GMM are statistical approaches and they are able to better model
the intra-user variability when increasing the number of training signatures and sessions. Therefore, for both HMM and GMM systems
the highest value of Q is obtained for Exp. I and J respectively when

training signatures from 5 different sessions are considered. This statistical analysis agrees with the template update strategies proposed
in Sec. 5.3.2 where the best system performance is obtained when
all available training signatures or at least a few training signatures
from several sessions are considered.
Analysing the DTW system, the best value of Q is obtained for
Exp. I, L and M. In this case the trend would suggest to choose Exp.
L or M as the best template update strategies as the DTW system
carries out one to one comparisons of the signatures and the larger
the number of training signatures is, the higher the computational
cost. These statistical results also support the template update strategies proposed in Sec. 5.3.2 for the DTW-based system being the best
approach to select a few training signatures (i.e., between 8 and 12)
from the last sessions closer in time to the test.
In summary, this statistical analysis based on a template quality
metric agrees with the results achieved in the previous sections.
5.3.4 Fusion of the Proposed Systems: The fusion of biometric systems has been considered in many related works [33, 37]
as an easy and reliable way of achieving a further system performance improvement. In this section, the main goal is to carry out the
fusion of the three systems studied in order to achieve an improvement of recognition performance and to reduce the template aging
effect even further, especially for the challenging case of skilled forgeries. The ﬁnal fusion is carried out at the score level with the sum
rule after normalizing the scores from the three optimal systems to a
common range as described in Sec. 5.1. For both HMM and GMM
systems, Exp. J has been selected as the optimal template update
strategy as it achieves good performance in a realistic set up. In this
case, there is a total of 20 training signatures coming from ﬁve different sessions. The optimal parameters for the HMM system are N
= 32 and M = 2 whereas for the GMM system, M = 128. For the
case of the DTW-based system, the optimal template update strategy
considered corresponds to Exp. L, which uses a total of 12 training signatures from the last three sessions closer in time to the test.
In this case, the ﬁnal score is the average of all comparisons. The
performance of the three systems and the fusion of all of them is
represented using DET plots in Fig. 6.
As shown in the ﬁgures, the proposed fusion achieves a significant improvement of performance, especially for skilled forgery
cases. In this case, the performance of the Fusion System achieves
a signiﬁcant absolute improvement of 2.0% EER compared to the
best individual system whereas for the random forgery cases, the
proposed fusion does not improve the best system (DTW), which
resulted to be almost perfect (i.e., 0.01%). In this case, as the
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systems being combined behave quite differently, a weighted sum
would be more adequate. Anyway, the fused performance is still very
competitive (0.2% EER).
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Conclusions and Future Work

This paper reports the ﬁrst signiﬁcant experimental results regarding
the effect of template aging and template update strategies for online signature authentication considering both random and skilled
forgery cases. For this, we have created an extension of the ATVS
On-Line Signature Long-Term database, in which skilled forgeries
are included. The complete signature database is publicly available
at https://github.com/BiDAlab/xLongSignDB.
Experiments have been carried out using three well known systems based on time functions: HMM, GMM, and DTW. First, the
effect of template aging in on-line signatures has been analysed, concluding that it has a signiﬁcant impact in the system performance. In
order to compensate for this aging effect, an exhaustive experimental analysis of various template update strategies has been carried
out considering the results from our previous work [14] as a starting
point. For the case of HMM and GMM systems the optimal template
update strategy would be to select all available training signatures
or at least a few of them from several sessions in order to generate
a more reliable user’s template. For the DTW system the optimal
would be to consider a few training signatures (i.e., between 8 and
12) from sessions closer in time to the test. By incorporating the
considered template update techniques, we have demonstrated a signiﬁcant improvement of performance of the three baseline systems,
hence a signiﬁcant reduction of the template aging effect with similar results to the ideal case for random forgeries, and an average
relative improvement of 61.9% EER for skilled forgeries.
Finally, a fusion of the three individual systems after applying the
best resulting template update approach has been carried out in order
to further improve the recognition performance achieving an EER of
2.1% and 0.2% for skilled and random forgeries respectively. The
resulting system described in this work has been deployed successfully in a pilot project in which on-line signature veriﬁcation will be
used massively in the Spanish banking sector.
Future work will be oriented to incorporating recent advances in
deep learning to the described signature biometrics system [38-40].
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Fig. 6: Fusion of the Proposed Systems. DET curves for the three
optimal time functions-based systems after applying the proposed
template update approach and fusion of all of them via sum rule of
scores.
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